2023 PURDUE “ALL-AMERICAN” MARCHING BAND
BAND CAMP SCHEDULE

FRIDAY – SUNDAY, AUGUST 11-13

8:00 AM  Student Leadership Team – check in for a 2 ½ day Leadership Workshop (schedule sent separately).

SUNDAY, AUGUST 13

10:00 AM  Open practice for all percussion candidates – Hagle Hall 178

12:00 Noon  Check in for ALL NEW candidates before 2:00 PM – Hagle Hall Student Collaboration Center.

2:00 PM  Introductory Meeting for ALL NEW MEMBERS in ELLT AUDITORIUM.
Parents are welcome and encouraged to attend!

• Introduction of Band Staff
• Highlights of camp week and the season

After  Winds – free until evening rehearsal
Percussionists – Hagle Hall 378/Conference Room
Auxiliaries – Rehearsal at designated locations

5:00 PM  Dinner on your own after auditions/auxiliary rehearsal

6:30 PM  New wind players report to Hull Drill Field across from Shreve Hall for a marching fundamentals session. Appropriate footwear is tennis shoes and socks.
Percussion – Continue auditions in Hagle Hall 378/Conference Room
Auxiliaries – Rehearsal at designated locations

9:00 PM  Freshman Mixer (sponsored by Kappa Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma-weather permitting) – Hull AAMB Complex. After the mixer, students are finished for the evening.

MONDAY, AUGUST 14

8:00 AM  Staff and Leadership Team meeting – Hull AAMB Complex

8:30 AM  ALL – Marching Rehearsal – Hull AAMB Complex

10:10 AM  Break

10:30 AM  Morning rehearsals continue.
Winds – Music Rehearsal – Hagle 378
Percussion – Music Rehearsal – Outside venues
Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations
12:00 – 1:30 PM  Lunch Break

1:30 PM  Winds – Marching Rehearsal – Hull AAMB Complex  
Percussion – Music Rehearsal – Outside Venues  
Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations

3:10 PM  Break

3:30 PM  Winds – Music Rehearsal – Hagle Hall 378  
Percussion – Music Rehearsal – Outside Venues  
Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations

5:00 – 6:30 PM  Dinner Break

6:30 PM  ALL – Marching Rehearsal – Hull AAMB Complex

8:30 PM  New Member Campus Tour with Student Leaders

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15

8:00 AM  Staff and Leadership Team Meeting – Hull AAMB Complex  
Returning Candidates – Registration at Hagle Hall Student Collaboration Center. For those who need to do a playing audition, do so IMMEDIATELY after your registration.

8:30 AM  New Winds, Percussion, Auxiliaries – Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals  
Returning Candidates – Hagle Hall 378

9:40 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Returning Candidates/Student Leaders/10s – Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals  
New Winds – Hagle Hall 378  
Percussion – Music Rehearsal – Outside Venues  
Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations

11:30 AM – 1:00 PM  Lunch Break

1:00 PM  Returning Candidates – Hagle Hall 378 (finish music auditions as needed)  
Report in your 2022 GOLD DAY ATTIRE!!

New Winds/Student Leaders/10s – Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals  
Percussion – Music Sectionals (with Drum Majors) (Location TBD)  
Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations

2:10 PM  ALL RETURNING MEMBERS – Meet at Location Slayter Center-march to Hull AAMB Complex  
This includes all student leaders/10s!

ALL NEW MEMBERS – Continue at Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals  
This includes new percussionists and auxiliaries report to Hull AAMB Complex at this time!

2:30 PM  FULL BAND “Getting To Know You” activities at Hull AAMB Complex

3:15 PM  FULL BAND – Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals
4:00-6:00 PM  Dinner Break

6:00 PM  Woodwinds/Aux – Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals
         Brass/Perc – Music Sectionals at Hull AAMB Complex

7:00 PM  Brass/Perc – Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals
         Woodwinds/Aux – Music Sectionals at Hull AAMB Complex

8:00 PM  ALL –Marching Rehearsal – Hull AAMB Complex

8:30 PM  Meet Ryan Walters (Purdue head football coach) at Hull AAMB Complex
         VMT and Chapter Introductions

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 16

8:00 AM  Staff and Leadership Team Meeting – Hull AAMB Complex

8:30 AM  WW/Brass – Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals
         Percussion – Hull AAMB Complex for Sectionals
         Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations.

10:10 AM  Break

10:30 AM  FULL BAND –Music Rehearsal at Hull AAMB Complex
         Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations

11:45 AM  Introductions-Dr. Sayger and Nate Foster

12 Noon – 1:30 PM  Lunch Break (Lunch for a Buck, sponsored by Kappa Kappa Psi at Hull)

1:30 PM  Winds – Music Sectionals near Hull AAMB Complex as designated by Student Leaders
         Percussion/Auxiliaries –Marching Fundamentals at Hull AAMB Complex

2:40 PM  Break

3:00 PM  Woodwinds/Brass – Marching Fundamentals at Hull AAMB Complex
         Percussion/Auxiliaries – Sectionals at designated locations

4:00-5:30 PM  Dinner Break

5:30 PM  FULL BAND – Music Rehearsal at Hull AAMB Complex
         Stands Tunes
         Auxiliaries – Sectionals in TREC or outside venues close to Hull

7:15 PM  Move to Slayter Center for BGR Pep Rally

8:00 PM  Boiler Gold Rush Pep Rally-Slayter Center/Slayter Hill

9:30 PM  Dismissed from Slayter Center

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17

8:00 AM  Staff and Leadership Team Meeting – Hull AAMB Complex
8:30 AM Woodwinds/Brass - Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals
AUX/Perc - Music Sectionals at Hull AAMB Complex

10:10 AM Break

10:30 AM FULL BAND - Music Rehearsal at Hull AAMB Complex
Auxiliaries - sections at designated

11:00 AM Wind/Perc - Hull AAMB Complex Full Music Rehearsal
Auxiliaries - Hull AAMB Complex Sectionals

11:45 AM Meet Dave Shondell (Purdue head volleyball coach) at Hull AAMB Complex

12 Noon-1:30 PM Lunch Break

1:30 PM Woodwinds/Perc - Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals
AUX/Brass - Music Sectionals/Rehearsals at Hull AAMB Complex

2:30 PM AUX/Brass - Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals
Woodwinds/Perc - Music Sectionals/Rehearsals at Hull AAMB Complex

3:30 PM FULL BAND - Marching Audition Drill Instruction at Hull AAMB Complex

4:00 - 5:30 PM Dinner Break

5:30 PM FULL BAND - Hull AAMB Complex for Marching Fundamentals (do NOT bring cases!)

7:45 PM FULL BAND - Talk about the selection process/march around west end of campus from Hull AAMB Complex

8:30 PM Conclusion of the day’s band camp activities

STUDENT LEADER MEETING in Hagle 178, make final membership recommendations (due by 10:00 PM)

FRIDAY, AUGUST 18

Note: No Student Leader or Staff meeting this morning before the scheduled activities.

8:30 AM FULL BAND - Location TREC (NO Instruments)

- Final membership selections will be announced by Student Leaders at a location of their choice.

Those not selected for membership report to the Hagle 178 for a special meeting with Professors Gephart, Fletcher and Blon and Recruitment Coordinator Caitlin Benner

10:00 AM FULL BAND - Class of ’50 Lecture Hall
- Student Rights and responsibilities Session
- AAMB Orientation meeting. No instruments.
- Go over performance calendar, discuss AAMB Handbook, GDS guidelines, etc.
12 Noon – 2:00 PM  Lunch Break (Student Leaders depart early to play for the Football Kickoff Luncheon at the PMU North Ballroom)

2:00 PM  FULL BAND – HULL AAMB COMPLEX
• Pregame Drill/Music Rehearsal

4:30 PM  Dinner Break

6:00 PM  FULL BAND – Music rehearsal outside at Hull.

8:00 PM  **FULL BAND – “History and Traditions of the Purdue ‘All-American’ Marching Band”**
Loeb Playhouse
SATURDAY, AUGUST 19

8:00 AM  
Staff and Leadership Team Meeting – Slayter Center

8:30 AM  
**FULL BAND** – Hull AAMB Complex (possibly Slayter Center)- Music Rehearsal on Stands and Halftime Show Music
  - If at Slayter-Set stage layout for pregame concerts (SL’s assist as students arrive)
  - Purchase band shoes/boots and warm-ups, jackets, polos from vendors during morning rehearsal at Slayter Center. **If you need to purchase any of these items, you will fill out a form and we will bill your MyPurdue account.**

10:00 AM – 10:30 AM  
Break

10:30 AM  
**FULL BAND** – Pregame Drill/Music Rehearsal

12:00 Noon – 1:30 PM  
Lunch Break

1:30 PM  
**FULL BAND** – Hull AAMB Complex for Music/Marching Rehearsals (Pregame Music/Drill, Halftime and Stands Music – prep for end of camp exhibition)

4:30 PM – 7:00 PM  
Dinner Break and Clean-up for End of Camp Performance

7:00 PM  
**FULL BAND** – Meet at Purdue West. March to Hull AAMB Complex

7:30 PM  
**END OF CAMP EXHIBITION PERFORMANCE – HULL AAMB COMPLEX**
  - Parents, families, alumni, guests are all invited!

MONDAY, AUGUST 21

7:30 AM  
Classes Begin!

3:30 – 5:30 PM  
AAMB regular rehearsal schedule begins
  - Meet at Hull at this time daily
TRANSITION AAMB TO INDOOR ENSEMBLE

Friday

August 18th

Picnic & Yard Games at Horticulture Park

11:45 AM
Pick up a complimentary boxed lunch from McAlister’s Deli in Student Collaboration Lobby of Hagle Hall.

12:00 PM
Walk to Horticulture Park for picnic lunch and yard games like Giant Jenga, Cornhole, Tug of War, Badminton, and more.

2:00 - 6:00 PM
Picnic ends at 2:00 PM. Free time on own to explore campus.

Pizza & Party Games at Hagle Hall

6:00 - 9:00 PM
Free pizza and party games at Hagle Hall, Room 378. Come for the pizza, stay for Nintendo Switch, Werewolf, the Office trivia, Apples to Apples, Codenames, Catan, CAH, Twister, and more. Feel free to bring your own games if you have them!

Saturday

August 19th

Indiana Beach Day Trip

9:45 AM
Load buses near Hull AAMB Complex

10:00 AM
Depart for Indiana Beach

10:45 AM
Arrive at Indiana Beach, South Parking Lot

Saturday schedule continued on next page
11:00 AM
Arrive at Indiana Beach, South Parking Lot

INDIANA BEACH DAY!
- Complimentary park ticket provided
- Includes most rides + Shafer Queen paddleboat rides
- *Lunch/snacks on your own

4:00 PM
Load buses in South Parking Lot

4:15 PM
Depart for campus

5:00 PM
Drop-off near Hull AAMB Complex

5:00 - 7:15 PM
Free time for dinner on your own

7:20 PM
Meet at Hull AAMB Complex to show support for Purdue *All-American* Marching Band

7:30 PM
Watch AAMB’s End-of-Camp Show